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 The mod has become one of the most popular mods in the history of video games and has spawned four sequels, Warcraft III:
The Frozen Throne (2008), Warcraft III: The Old Republic (2011), the Warcraft III: Reforged (2016), and the Warcraft III:

Storm of Light . The mod was created by the  (SVNTAG). The game is a collection of maps and various game modes set in the
fictional, time-displaced land of Kalimdor, while the custom heroes and items are designed to match the Warcraft II: Tides of
Darkness game. Because of the similarities, many online gamers, including professional StarCraft II players, use the Warcraft
III maps with their StarCraft II characters as an element of playing StarCraft II. Blizzard Entertainment's official position on

this is that although they recognize the mod, the DotA clone does not have the same official status as StarCraft II itself, and the
DotA clone heroes are not officially endorsed by Blizzard Entertainment. In January 2006, the first DOTA World

Championship was held at the Computer Olympiad. Shortly afterwards, professional teams from China, Russia, and the United
States began to play for the first time. The United States won the tournament in the end. In November 2006, a DOTA 2
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tournament, the first DOTA 2 tournament of its kind, was held in the United States. In July 2007, the second DOTA World
Championship was held, also in the United States. It took place in the MLG Pro Circuit’s Anaheim, California warehouse. The
professional tournament had its finals on the 1st of August. The first team from China won the tournament. Dota also appeared
in a chapter of the book by Jonathan Blow called You Are Not a Gadget. It was a short game that takes place on a planet where
aliens are invading Earth. The player had to create a team of heroes to combat the invading forces. Contents Gameplay DotA is
a multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) mod for the video game Warcraft III: Reign of Chaos (2002) and its expansion,. The

game is a collection of maps and various game modes set in the fictional, time-displaced land of Kalimdor, while the custom
heroes and items are designed to match the Warcraft II: Tides of Darkness game. Because of the similarities, many online

gamers, including professional StarCraft II players, use the Warcraft III maps with their StarCraft II characters as an element of
playing StarCraft II. Blizzard 82157476af
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